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For efficient navigation, the brain needs to adequately represent the environment in a cognitive map. In this
review, we sought to give an overview of literature about cognitive map formation based on non-visual mo
dalities in persons with blindness (PWBs) and sighted persons. The review is focused on the auditory and haptic
modalities, including research that combines multiple modalities and real-world navigation. Furthermore, we
addressed implications of route and survey representations.
Taking together, PWBs as well as sighted persons can build up cognitive maps based on non-visual modalities,
although the accuracy sometime somewhat differs between PWBs and sighted persons. We provide some spec
ulations on how to deploy information from different modalities to support cognitive map formation. Further
more, PWBs and sighted persons seem to be able to construct route as well as survey representations. PWBs can
experience difficulties building up a survey representation, but this is not always the case, and research suggests
that they can acquire this ability with sufficient spatial information or training. We discuss possible explanations
of these inconsistencies.

1. Introduction
Spatial navigation and wayfinding in familiar and unfamiliar envi
ronments are important but complex activities. To facilitate wayfinding,
we need to adequately remember or mentally represent the environ
ment. Spatial information from the environment can be represented in a
mental or cognitive map (Burgess et al., 2002). Such a cognitive map
incorporates for example specific locations, routes, distances and di
rections between locations into a representation (Deuker et al., 2016;
Eichenbaum et al., 1999; Foo et al., 2005; Morgan et al., 2011). It can
furthermore allow for an allocentric (environment-centred, map-like,
having an overview in mind) as well as an egocentric (body-centred,
route-like, turn-by-turn) perspective (Burgess et al., 2002).
Cognitive map research is often based on visual information. Input
from this sensory modality, however, is not available to persons with
blindness (PWBs). They rely on non-visual sensory modalities, such as

auditory and haptic information. The visual modality differs from the
auditory and haptic modalities on several aspects regarding conveying
spatial information and how it contributes to cognitive map formation.
For instance, visual information allows for simultaneous perception of
abundant information in the environment (Millar, 1988; Thinus-Blanc
and Gaunet, 1997), and for conveying spatial relationships and
contextual background in parallel (Pasqualotto and Proulx, 2012). The
auditory and haptic modalities, however, are less suitable for parallel
communication of spatial information, may lack contextual cues, and
are perceived sequentially (Pasqualotto and Proulx, 2012; Schinazi,
Thrash, and Chebat, 2016). Furthermore, visual spatial information is
more stable and allows for more precise localisation of nearby as well as
distant objects (Schinazi et al., 2016; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997).
Haptic information only conveys information about nearby objects, and
auditory information is much less reliable. Vision stabilises the sur
roundings while the perceiver or an object moves around, while audition
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is more variable and unreliable when for instance a sound source itself
moves as well (Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997). Moreover, not all ob
jects emit sound. Vision allows for direct and stable perception of objects
and spatial relationships in the surrounding environment, while
perception of such information through auditory is more indirect and
requires inference. Furthermore, lack of visual experience may reduce
multisensory integration, also of non-visual modalities for spatial tasks
(Pasqualotto and Proulx, 2012). Vision calibrates the other senses, much
more than the other way around, however, this does not mean that
multisensory integration cannot develop without the visual sensory
modality (Pasqualotto and Proulx, 2012; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet,
1997).
This review sought to give a concise overview of literature about
cognitive map formation based on non-visual modalities. We first will
give a short outline of literature based on visual information. The main
body of the review is then focused on the auditory and haptic modalities,
including research that combines multiple modalities and real-world
navigation. We have only included studies that investigated adults
who are blind, or in some cases severely visually impaired. Furthermore,
the role of different navigational strategies and representations are
addressed.
Cognitive maps were first introduced as imaginary maps by Trow
bridge in 1913, and later as cognitive maps by Tolman in 1948, as a
mental representation of an environment in the rat brain. From there,
neuroscience research on spatial memory and cognitive map formation
in rodents has advanced using single-cell recordings. Through this
technique, several types of neurons have been discovered that are active
in relation to the environment an animal is currently in (Grieves and
Jeffery, 2017; Moser et al., 2008), such as place cells, grid cells,
boundary cells, and head direction cells. These cells form the neural
basis of cognitive maps (Grieves and Jeffery, 2017). Place cells are
located in the hippocampus and fire when the animal is in one specific
location in an environment (Moser et al., 2008; O’Keefe, 1976). Specific
kinds of place cells, boundary cells in the subiculum, fire in relation to a
boundary of a space, for example a wall (O’Keefe and Burgess, 1996;
Stewart et al., 2014). Grid cells in the entorhinal cortex are also active in
specific locations, but these have multiple firing fields that form a hex
adirectional grid covering the environment (Hafting et al., 2005; Moser
et al., 2008). Head direction cells have been found in several (sub)
cortical areas, and are active when the head of the animal points in a
certain direction (Grieves and Jeffery, 2017). The combined signalling
of these cells contribute to the animal’s spatial orientation, and to the
integration of spatial information into a cognitive map of the environ
ment. There is also evidence for such spatially tuned cells in the human
brain. Similar to place cells in the rat brain, some neurons in the human
hippocampus respond at certain locations during a spatial navigation
task (Ekstrom et al., 2003). Moreover, hippocampal activity has been
found to be related to boundaries in an environment (Bird et al., 2010).
Evidence for grid cell-like activity has been found in a network including
the entorhinal cortex of humans (Doeller et al., 2010). Furthermore,
head direction seems to be encoded by the thalamus and subiculum (Kim
and Maguire, 2019).
One step further, several neuroimaging studies show neural repre
sentations of spatial information such as distances in the human hip
pocampus, suggesting the formation of a cognitive map in this area
(Deuker et al., 2016; Howard et al., 2014; Morgan et al., 2011). Besides
neuroimaging techniques, a large portion of literature have used
behavioural measures to investigate cognitive map formation. For
instance, formation of a spatial representations based on visual infor
mation has been demonstrated using tasks such as reproduction of
routes (Maguire et al., 1997) and map layout (Foo et al., 2005), recall of
specific locations (Foo et al., 2005; Maguire et al., 1999), estimation of
distances (Deuker et al., 2016; Morgan et al., 2011), and estimation of
directions (Foo et al., 2005). In this review, we will not further describe
research based on visual information (for a review, see e.g. Burgess
et al., 2002; Eichenbaum et al., 1999; Epstein et al., 2017). Nevertheless,

various behavioural measures have also been used in studies about
cognitive map formation by persons with blindness (PWBs), based on
non-visual sensory modalities. In the current review, we give an over
view of this literature. Most of the studies only focused on PWBs. Some
literature also compares PWBs to sighted persons. We have described
these results in the current review, however, not all literature has
included this comparison. Moreover, some studies make a distinction
between early PWBs (blindness onset before age 3) and late PWBs
(blindness onset later than age 3). We have only reported results that
involve PWBs who were severely visually impaired or legally blind, and
sighted persons who were blindfolded (if applicable).
We have categorised the studies based on auditory and haptic mo
dalities. Research about the auditory modality was divided into studies
that use verbal sounds and non-verbal sounds. The haptic modality in
cludes tactile information, as they both entail stimulation or exploration
through touch. Tactile refers to materials or passive stimulation, while
haptic entails active exploration of for instance a tactile map or object.
We will furthermore discuss literature that uses multimodal approaches
and combines two or more modalities, as well as studies involving realworld navigation. An overview of environments or stimuli in the
different modalities, and how they are divided in this review, is given in
Box 1. See Table 1 for the number of papers included about each mo
dality. A table with details on empirical studies (participant numbers of
(early and late) PWBs and sighted persons, age), as well as the applied
search strategy can be found in the supplemental material.
This review furthermore makes a distinction between the different
types of spatial information that are used to test the knowledge of the
spatial environment or to externalise cognitive maps after exploring an
environment. These types of spatial information include route infor
mation, map layout, specific locations, distances between locations, and
directions. These are set out for each modality (auditory, haptic,
multimodal, and real-world navigation). Examples of behavioural
measures for each information type used in literature are given in Box 2.
One important thing to note here, however, is that there is a large di
versity in research designs and how cognitive maps or specific spatial
information types are externalised. This might result in some (seem
ingly) ambiguous or contradictory findings.
Besides cognitive map formation based on different sensory modal
ities, the role of navigational strategies are also explored in this review.
In general, a distinction can be made between a route and survey
strategy, based on route- and survey-type mental representations.
Whether someone can form a route or survey representation of an
environment, and whether someone uses a route or survey strategy
during navigation or spatial tasks seems to affect their navigational
abilities (Prestopnik and Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2000). Survey representa
tions or strategies are based on having a map-like overview in mind.
Such map-like mental representations are flexible and allow for example
for inferring detours or shortcuts (Prestopnik and Roskos-Ewoldsen,
2000). Survey representations somewhat relate to an allocentric
perspective (Klatzky, 1998; Zhong, 2016), which is based on relative
positions to distant landmarks, or between landmarks. Route represen
tations or strategies are based on having a mental overview of one route,
and thinking from waypoint to waypoint on the route (Prestopnik and
Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2000). These somewhat relate to an egocentric
perspective (Klatzky, 1998; Zhong, 2016), which is based on a viewpoint
from one’s own body or location, relative to nearby landmarks. The
terms survey and allocentric, and route and egocentric, are not identical,
however, they are in some studies used interchangeably, since a survey
representation can allow for an allocentric perspective, and a route
representation can allow for an egocentric perspective (Prestopnik and
Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2000; Zhong, 2016). It is thought that many PVIs
experience more difficulties in forming survey representations
compared to sighted persons, and compared to a route representation
(Gaunet, Martinez, and Thinus-Blanc, 1997; Giudice, 2018; Schinazi
et al., 2016; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997). To these individuals,
autonomous navigation is often challenging, however, it can be
2
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Box 1
Overview of environments or stimuli in the different modalities, and how they are divided in this review.
Auditory. Studies that investigate cognitive map formation based on auditory information are divided into experiments with verbal and nonverbal feedback. Verbal feedback is for example verbal instructions during navigation, or experiments include making spatial judgments
after hearing a spatial description. Studies that provide non-verbal feedback, mainly use a virtual auditory environment with iconic sounds.
Haptic. Most literature about haptic information, makes use of tactile maps, or tactile paths, that participants can explore with their hand.
Another kind of experiment includes making spatial judgments after exploring the arrangement of a set of tactile objects.
Multimodal. Some literature combines auditory and tactile information into audio-tactile maps. These mostly are tactile maps supported by
auditory feedback.
Real-world navigation. Navigation tasks where participants have to physically walk, combine proprioceptive information with at least one
other modality. Such tasks can include for instance navigating routes in- or outside buildings, exploring mazes, or walking a route
supported by auditory instructions or a tactile map.

feedback.

Table 1
Number of included papers of each section. Some papers contain results
about multiple sections. A table with details on empirical studies (partic
ipant numbers of (early and late) PWBs and sighted persons, age), as well
as the applied search strategy can be found in the supplemental material.
Section

Number of papers

Total (excluding introduction)
Auditory
Non-verbal
Verbal
Haptic
Multiple modalities
Real-world navigation

69
17
8
11
38
22
17

2.1. Non-verbal auditory feedback
Using non-verbal, mostly iconic sounds, participants have for
instance explored 2D maps, or performed navigation tasks in a virtual
environment. Knowledge about different kinds of spatial information
have been used to assess the formation of cognitive maps. This has been
tested using for example tasks to find specific routes and shortcuts, reach
target locations, identifying correct layouts, and estimating distances
between locations. Some research furthermore looked at how well the
cognitive map can support real-world navigation. Representations of
directions in a cognitive map have not specifically been studied using
the auditory modality. Besides, most studies addressing the auditory
modality focused on PWBs and did not include sighted participants. If
the comparison of PWBs and sighted persons was made, we have
described this in the following section.

improved by training in orientation and mobility (O&M; Bozeman and
McCulley, 2010; Giudice, 2018). Nevertheless, to persons who rely on
non-visual information, the orientation component of O&M training is
generally challenging (Brock and Jouffrais, 2015; Thinus-Blanc and
Gaunet, 1997). Here, issues possibly arise because vision provides more
spatial information at once compared to other sensory modalities (Thi
nus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997). The orientation component involves
processes such as wayfinding, mental rotation, spatial updating,
computing detours and finding shortcuts, and cognitive map formation
(Bozeman and McCulley, 2010). These have often, but not always, been
reported to be challenging based on non-visual sensory input (Bozeman
and McCulley, 2010; Gaunet et al., 1997; Pasqualotto and Newell, 2007;
Schinazi et al., 2016; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997; Ungar, 2000). The
abilities to construct and use route and survey representations by PWBs
and sighted persons will be further explored in this review.

2.1.1. Route
Multiple studies show that persons with blindness (PWBs) can build a
cognitive map of a comprehensive virtual environment with mostly nonverbal auditory feedback (Connors et al., 2014b, 2014a; Sánchez et al.,
2010), and after exploring routes with verbal as well as non-verbal
feedback (Aziz, Stockman, and Stewart, 2022). After exploring the
environment, participants were able to retrieve route information from
their cognitive map. Their cognitive maps furthermore allowed to
determine alternative routes to reach target locations, which indicates
sound and flexible spatial representations (Connors et al., 2014b,
2014a).

2. Cognitive maps based on auditory information

2.1.2. Layout
Exploration of auditory geographic maps has been found to lead to
accurate mental representations of the overall map layout (Delogu et al.,

In literature addressing cognitive map formation based on auditory
information, a distinction can be made between verbal and non-verbal

Box 2
Examples of behavioural measures for each information type used in literature.
Route: walking a route, reproduction of a route by drawing or building
Layout: reproduction of a layout by drawing or building, choosing the correct model out of several incorrect ones, arrange objects into the
correct configuration
Locations: location recall, reaching targets in environment, locational judgments about objects in an arrangement
Distance: estimating absolute or relative distances between locations
Direction: pointing task from start location, own location, or other location
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2010). Early PWBs, late PWBs, as well as sighted persons have been able
to detect the correct tactile version of the map amongst several incorrect
ones. Furthermore, both PWBs and sighted persons could reproduce the
layout of an auditory map in detail, indicating thorough spatial
knowledge (Loeliger and Stockman, 2014). In this study, however,
verbal and non-verbal auditory feedback types were mixed, making it
challenging to determine which type contributed to what spatial
knowledge exactly (Loeliger and Stockman, 2014).

2.2.2. Layout
When exploring an auditory environment with verbal as well as nonverbal feedback, both PWBs and sighted persons could reproduce the
layout of the map in detail, indicating comprehensive spatial knowledge
(Loeliger and Stockman, 2014). Here it is not entirely clear, however,
which type of feedback (verbal or non-verbal) contributed to what
spatial knowledge exactly. Participants could furthermore accurately
reconstruct the layout of an environment after listening to a verbal
description (Schmidt et al., 2013). Sighted participants, however,
formed better representations than PWBs (Schmidt et al., 2013).

2.1.3. Locations
After exploring an auditory environment, PWBs had a good repre
sentation of specific locations in the space (Aziz et al., 2022; Connors
et al., 2014b, 2014a; Halko et al., 2014), as well as sighted persons (Aziz
et al., 2022). Interestingly, participants who explored such an environ
ment freely, seemed to have a more robust cognitive map and performed
better at location recall tasks than participants who were guided by
researchers and only navigated predetermined routes (Connors et al.,
2014b, 2014a).

2.2.3. Locations
Similarly, after exploring routes in an auditory environment with
verbal as well as non-verbal cues, PWBs and sighted participants accu
rately mentally represented particular locations along the route (Aziz
et al., 2022).
2.2.4. Distance
When navigating an environment with verbal auditory feedback,
PWBs could build up an accurate cognitive map. This map included
accurate representations of distances between locations in the environ
ment (Cobo et al., 2017; Guerreiro et al., 2017). After exploring a virtual
room with a cane that gives verbal feedback (e.g., feedback is provided
about objects and obstacles such as walls, in the direction a person
points the cane towards), people seemed to have an accurate represen
tation of distances within the room (Cobo et al., 2017).
Besides active exploration of an environment, there is also literature
that assessed the formation of spatial representations after listening to
verbal spatial descriptions. It was suggested that early PWBs, late PWBs,
as well as sighted persons are able to form mental representations from
the description, which included distance representations (Noordzij
et al., 2006; Steyvers and Kooijman, 2009). Early PWBs, however, were
not always capable of such representations of distances between loca
tions, contrasting to late PWBs and sighted persons (Afonso et al., 2010).
When participants also heard non-verbal sounds coming from respective
locations, the differences between early PWBs and the other groups
diminished (Afonso et al., 2010). This suggests that verbal descriptions
only might not always be sufficient to build an effective cognitive map.
Taken together, literature indicates that providing verbal feedback is
adequate to construct accurate mental representations of routes, loca
tions, distances and general layout. Furthermore, during navigation,
audition can provide information about in which direction (and
approximately how far) a landmark is through sound localisation
(Després et al., 2005; Finocchietti et al., 2017), however, representa
tions of directions have not been investigated in this modality. Solely
verbal spatial descriptions have been shown to not be sufficient to build
up distance representations in early PWBs. Considering both verbal and
non-verbal auditory information, PWBs and sighted persons built up
equally accurate representations of routes, layout and locations. Early
PWBs, however, experienced somewhat more difficulties representing
distance information compared to late PWBs and sighted persons. This
might have arisen due to the survey nature of distances, where persons
without visual experience might encounter more difficulties. Further
more, the number of studies that specifically assessed cognitive map
formation using only auditory information is low compared to the other
modalities. Besides, not all types of spatial information have been
addressed in the auditory modality. Therefore, it may be premature to
draw robust conclusions.

2.1.4. Distance
It thus seems that PWBs and sighted persons can build an accurate
and flexible cognitive map by free exploration of a virtual environment
with only auditory feedback. It appears, however, that early PWBs have
a compressed representation of distances in an environment compared
to late PWBs and sighted persons (Gori et al., 2017). This may arise
because of a less accurate Euclidean representation or the tendency to
use an egocentric perspective in early PWBs (Gori et al., 2017).
2.1.5. Support real-world navigation
Moreover, exploring an auditory version of an environment has been
shown to support wayfinding in the real-world space in a subset of
studies. PWBs showed good transfer of spatial knowledge from the vir
tual to the real-world environment (Connors et al., 2014b, 2014a; Loe
liger and Stockman, 2014; Sánchez et al., 2010). For instance, they could
use the map layout learned in the virtual environment to reach target
locations in the real environment (Connors et al., 2014b, 2014a).
Hereby, ambient sounds in the virtual environment seemed to improve
route navigation performance in the real-world (Loeliger and Stockman,
2014).
Overall, although there is a relatively low number of studies that
focused on non-verbal auditory information, they suggest that PWBs can
form accurate spatial representations using only this modality. Partici
pants have been able to find routes and shortcuts, efficiently reach target
locations, and identify the correct layout, after exploring a map or vir
tual environment using solely non-verbal auditory information. This
knowledge also transfers well into the real world. Nevertheless, early
PWBs seem to have compressed representations of distances compared
to late PWBs and sighted persons based on this modality.
2.2. Verbal auditory feedback
Cognitive map formation has furthermore been studied using verbal
auditory feedback, such as verbal instructions during navigation, or
providing a spatial verbal description.
2.2.1. Route
Early PWBs build up a correct representation of routes from explo
ration of a virtual environment with verbal feedback (Guerreiro et al.,
2017), and with verbal as well as non-verbal feedback (Aziz et al., 2022).
The representations, however, were sequential, and might not always
have been suited to allow people to infer survey knowledge such as
distances between points that are not experienced sequentially (Guer
reiro et al., 2017). Furthermore, a verbal description could be distracting
instead of supporting when it is combined with direct route navigation
(Espinosa and Ochaita, 1998).

2.3. Cognitive maps based on haptic information
To assess mental representations of haptic or tactile spatial infor
mation, studies have used simple and complex map or route navigation
tasks as well as simple table-top tasks involving tactile objects. Tasks
were considered simple when they involved for instance tracing routes
that have one or two turns, or making spatial judgments about
4
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tactile environment, not all literature agrees. For instance, early PWBs
and sighted persons performed similarly when estimating distances
between table-top tactile objects (Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997).
Furthermore, PWBs seemed to have better mental distance representa
tions after tracing lines using vibrational cues on a touchpad compared
to sighted persons (Grussenmeyer et al., 2016). Early PWBs, however,
have shown more difficulties in accurately representing distances
compared to late PWBs and sighted persons in other literature (Afonso
et al., 2010; Blanco and Travieso, 2003; Cattaneo et al., 2008).
Furthermore, PWBs seem to underestimate long distances, but over
estimate short distances (Klatzky et al., 1995; Lederman et al., 1985).
This would suggest formation of a route representation, while the
opposite was found in sighted persons, suggesting a survey representa
tion (Klatzky et al., 1995; Lederman et al., 1985).
It thus seems that PWBs, especially early PWBs, can build up a
slightly less accurate distance representation from tactile object infor
mation than sighted persons. One distinction that could be made here is
regarding mental rotation. Spatial tasks that involve mental rotation
might be more difficult for early PWBs, since they mostly employ
egocentric or movement-based strategies, compared sighted persons,
who more often employ allocentric, or spatial-based strategies (Leder
man et al., 1985; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997; Ungar, 2000). The
cognitive load to perform well when a task involves mental rotation is
higher when a person uses an egocentric strategy (Ungar, 2000).
Furthermore, visual experience has been suggested to promote visual
mental imagery, which in turn seems to be involved in the ability to
perform well on tasks involving mental rotation (Gaunet et al., 1997).
On less complex spatial tasks, however, which do not require mental
rotation or spatial inference (inference of spatial information that is not
directly available), an egocentric strategy may be sufficient for PWBs to
perform equally well as, or even better than sighted persons (Klatzky
et al., 1995; Loomis et al., 2001; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997; Ungar,
2000).

arrangements of three tactile objects. Routes with more segments,
elaborate maps or configurations of multiple objects, as well as mental
rotation were used in more complex spatial tasks. In a task involving
mental rotation, participants had to imagine their body rotates, and then
for instance estimate the direction towards another location from this
new position. Such simple and complex tasks tested spatial representa
tions through route learning, reconstruction of general map or object
layout, and tested knowledge about specific locations, distances and
directions. Besides, some of this research also looked at how well
exploration of tactile maps can support real-world navigation.
2.3.1. Route
Considering mental representations of routes from haptic informa
tion, there are few but contradictory results. Persons with blindness
(PWBs) showed better route learning than sighted persons when using a
visual-to-tactile sensory substitution device on the tongue (Kupers et al.,
2010). PWBs also accurately recalled routes conveyed by vibrational
cues on a touchpad, however, this was not compared to performance of
sighted persons (Grussenmeyer et al., 2016). In comparison, when
having to find routes in tactile mazes, sighted persons needed fewer
trials and were better at circumventing dead ends than PWBs (Gagnon
et al., 2010). Visual experience may be beneficial when having to
explore a small-scale tactile environment and find routes between tar
gets (Gagnon et al., 2010). The dissimilar outcomes in these studies
might have arisen due to the differing complexities. Finding routes in a
maze is a more complicated task than merely learning predetermined
routes. Furthermore, the method in which haptic information was
conveyed is different in these two studies. Moreover, results from two
studies might not be enough to draw conclusions about differences in
haptic route learning between PWBs and sighted persons. Nevertheless,
both groups seem to construct quite accurate representations of complex
routes.
2.3.2. Layout
Visuo-spatial imagery, advanced by visual experience, may promote
the development of an allocentric spatial representations of tactile
routes as well as maps or configurations. Therefore, PWBs may be
restricted in processing complex tactile maps (Fortin et al., 2006; Gag
non et al., 2010; Lehtinen-Railo and Juurmaa, 1994), and representing
tactile object configurations (Gaunet et al., 1997). After extensive
training with small-scale tactile maps, however, PWBs and sighted
persons formed cognitive maps including overall map layouts compa
rably well (Gagnon et al., 2012; Miao et al., 2017; Palani et al., 2022;
Picard and Pry, 2009). Therefore, allocentric spatial knowledge and
cognitive map formation may not be necessarily limited to persons who
have visual experience (Gagnon et al., 2012; Palani et al., 2022).
Furthermore, layout representations in blind participants were better
after exploring a tactile map compared to a verbal description (Brayda
et al., 2019).

2.3.5. Direction
PWBs, especially early PWBs, have also shown to experience more
problems in estimating directions between tactile locations compared to
sighted persons. They did build up a representation of this feature, but a
less robust and accurate one than late PWBs and sighted persons
(Brambring, 1976; Chiesa et al., 2017; Hollins and Kelley, 1988;
Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997). However, PWBs have also been re
ported to form equally accurate mental representations of directions as
sighted persons (Giudice, Betty, and Loomis, 2011; Palani et al., 2022).
2.3.6. Support real-world navigation
Overall, literature suggests that PWBs can form cognitive maps from
haptic information, however, especially early PWBs seem to experience
somewhat more difficulties than sighted persons. Tactile maps or smallscale tactile models have been useful in investigating and constructing
spatial knowledge in PWBs (Blades et al., 2002; Jacobson and Kitchin,
1995; Passini and Proulx, 1988; Picard and Pry, 2009). Besides the
ability to form spatial representations per se, it is valuable to address
whether tactile map exploration could improve actual navigation and
wayfinding. A subset of studies has investigated this, suggesting that
tactile maps can support wayfinding and efficient navigation in the real
world (Blades et al., 2002; Caddeo et al., 2006; Cattaneo et al., 2008;
Espinosa and Ochaita, 1998; Passini and Proulx, 1988; Picard and Pry,
2009; Ungar et al., 1997). Tactile maps might even give PWBs a better
concept of an environment than direct experience (Caddeo et al., 2006;
Jacobson, 1998; Ungar, 2000). Nevertheless, there are differences be
tween people in effectiveness of tactile maps in supporting real-world
navigation, which are suspected to arise because of differences in
exploration strategies. Therefore, people who perform poorly on using
tactile maps could be trained to use a more effective strategy (Ungar,
2000).
An important consideration in this line of research, is that there is a

2.3.3. Locations
Considering specific locations in a tactile environment, PWBs as well
as sighted persons have been suggested to incorporate learned locations
into their cognitive maps (Hollins and Kelley, 1988; Papadopoulos et al.,
2012; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997). Not all studies, however, report
appropriate location representations in persons without visual experi
ence. For instance, early PWBs constructed less accurate representations
than sighted persons but not late PWBs (Iachini et al., 2014), and in
other studies even to late PWBs (Pasqualotto and Newell, 2007) as well
as to sighted persons (Gaunet et al., 1997). The difficulties experienced
by early PWBs became especially clear when mental rotation was
required to perform well on a spatial tasks involving specific object lo
cations (Gaunet et al., 1997; Pasqualotto and Newell, 2007).
2.3.4. Distance
When addressing representations of distances between locations of a
5
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substantial difference between learning a small-scale map, and directly
experiencing a real-world environment. A tactile map is a simplified
model of a real-world environment, and omits irrelevant information
(Ungar, 2000), even more so than most auditory virtual environments
(Aziz et al., 2022; Connors et al., 2014a, 2014b; Halko et al., 2014;
Sánchez et al., 2010). In addition, a tactile map can be explored much
faster, and is perceived more allocentrically (from above) than a
large-scale environment (Ungar, 2000). In large-scale spaces, more
(relevant and irrelevant) information is perceived, and the exploration
time is much longer. This increases the effort it takes to integrate rele
vant information into a map-like representation (Gagnon et al., 2010;
Iachini et al., 2014). Especially early PWBs experienced difficulties in
constructing survey representations, and this was more prominent in
large-scale compared to small-scale spaces (Iachini et al., 2014).
Overall, PWBs as well as sighted persons formed accurate represen
tations of routes, map layout, locations, distance and direction based on
haptic information, although accuracy was sometimes lower for PWBs.
Moreover, tactile maps have been shown to support wayfinding in realworld environments. Some studies show that PWBs, especially early
PWBs experience somewhat more difficulties than sighted persons.
Considering route and layout knowledge, this was the case when tasks or
tactile maps were more complex, and for location and distance repre
sentations this is the case when mental rotation was required. Never
theless, the somewhat larger set of studies in this modality compared to
the auditory modality also brings about a larger variety in study designs
and methods to externalise cognitive maps. This might make it difficult
to compare data, and may result in some (seemingly) ambiguous or
contradictory findings.

unavailability of sufficient spatial information (Chebat et al., 2015).
Furthermore, mental spatial representations of PWBs were even more
detailed after exploring a map or virtual environment with auditory and
haptic feedback compared to direct experience of the real environment
(Espinosa and Ochaita, 1998; Lahav and Mioduser, 2005, 2008a, 2008b;
Lahav et al., 2018; Papadopoulos et al., 2017b).
2.4.3. Locations
Regarding specific locations, PWBs were able to construct precise
representations of landmarks after learning an audio-tactile map (Brock
and Jouffrais, 2015; Brock et al., 2015) or after exploring an environ
ment using an audio-haptic device (Yatani et al., 2012). Nevertheless,
auditory descriptions in addition to haptic information could also lead to
less accurate representations due to sensory overload (Yatani et al.,
2012).
2.4.4. Distance
After exploring landmarks in a VR environment with sound by
physically walking, early and late PWBs built up a representation of
distances between the landmarks. Sighted persons, however, did not
(Afonso et al., 2010).
2.4.5. Direction
PWBs and sighted persons formed equal and accurate mental rep
resentations of distances between landmarks on an audio-haptic map
(Palani et al., 2022). These representations were similar after exploring
a map that is solely presented in the haptic domain (Palani et al., 2022).
2.4.6. Support real-world navigation
Familiarising people with an environment in a virtual environment
or with a multimodal map has been proven effective in supporting
navigation in the real environment. For instance, when PWBs had to
perform tasks in a real world space, people were more efficient when
they had first explored a virtual version of the environment compared to
participants who had not (Ducasse et al., 2018; Lahav and Mioduser,
2005). This also suggests the construction of more effective, allocentric,
cognitive maps after exploring a virtual space first. Knowledge from
these cognitive maps, such as specific location representations, could
moreover be transferred to the real world (Giudice et al., 2020; Lahav
and Mioduser, 2005, 2008a; Papadopoulos et al., 2017b; Patel and Vij,
2012).
Taken together, PWBs form accurate representations of routes, gen
eral layout, distances and directions between landmarks based on the
combined haptic and auditory modalities. It may even be more effective
than one modality alone. Furthermore, familiarising someone with an
audio-tactile map first, improves navigation in the real-world environ
ment. Nevertheless, the number of studies about audio-tactile maps is
somewhat limited, and not all types of spatial information have been
addressed.

2.4. Cognitive maps based on information from multiple sensory
modalities
Cognitive map literature not only investigated abilities based on
auditory and haptic sensory modalities only. Researchers have also
combined sensory modalities, which is somewhat closer to real life
navigation. Literature generally indicates that persons with blindness
(PWBs) are capable of constructing cognitive maps from multimodal
spatial information. Multimodal information might even be more useful
than from one modality only, since they have led to more effective
cognitive map construction than information from one modality only
(Brayda et al., 2019; Delogu et al., 2010; Ducasse et al., 2018; Grus
senmeyer et al., 2016; Papadopoulos and Barouti, 2015; Papadopoulos
et al., 2017; Simonnet et al., 2012; Yatani et al., 2012). The combination
of all senses most likely would lead to better spatial knowledge than
information from fewer senses (Papadopoulos et al., 2017b). Several
studies have implicated audio-tactile maps to assess representations of
routes, general map layout, and distance between locations. Addition
ally, audio-tactile maps have been compared and combined with
real-world navigation.
2.4.1. Route
PWBs were able to construct precise mental route representation
after exploring an environment using a audio-haptic device (Yatani
et al., 2012). Moreover, learning a route using a tactile map in combi
nation with direct navigation is suggested to be more efficient than
navigation only (Espinosa and Ochaita, 1998). Nevertheless, during
navigation, simultaneous verbal instructions seem to be distracting
rather than supporting (Espinosa and Ochaita, 1998).

2.5. Cognitive map formation through real-world navigation
Apart from cognitive map formation based on models, maps and
virtual environments, we reviewed literature regarding real-world
navigation. Overall, literature suggests that PWBs perform equally or
slightly better than sighted persons on real-world navigation tasks
(Gagnon et al., 2010; Passini et al., 1990a, 1990b). Such tasks included
learning new routes, combining and retracing routes, making shortcuts,
pointing to locations, and reproducing the layout of the maze (Passini
et al., 1990a, 1990b).

2.4.2. Layout
Sighted persons, early PWBs and late PWBs formed equally accurate
cognitive maps of general layout after navigating a virtual and real
environment using a haptic and auditory sensory substitution device
(Chebat et al., 2015), and of the layout of a audio-haptic map (Palani
et al., 2022). It is therefore suggested that impaired navigation abilities
in PWBs are not due to incapabilities in processing, but because of

2.5.1. Route
Early and late PWBs made fewer errors during complex route
learning than sighted persons, suggesting faster construction of route
representation in PWBs (Fortin et al., 2008). When subsequently having
to retrace the routes or find shortcuts, PWBs and sighted persons
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spatial tasks (Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997; Ungar, 2000). (Table 2).

performed equally well (Loomis et al., 1993; Passini and Proulx, 1988).
Both groups, however, seemed to encounter difficulties, suggesting that
proprioceptive information alone was not sufficient for constructing
flexible representations of routes (Loomis et al., 1993).

2.6. Role of navigation strategies in cognitive map formation
Whether someone can form a route or survey representation of an
environment, and whether someone uses a route or survey strategy
during navigation or spatial tasks seems to affect their navigational
abilities (Prestopnik and Roskos-Ewoldsen, 2000). Being able to
construct survey representations or use an allocentric perspective is not
required for successful navigation. Nevertheless, it facilitates way
finding, as allocentric or survey strategies are suggested to be more
effective in learning routes than egocentric or route strategies (Gagnon
et al., 2010). Route representations or egocentric perspectives are suf
ficient for simple spatial tasks, but performance on more complex tasks
improves when a survey representation is used (Gagnon et al., 2010;
Lederman et al., 1985; Papadopoulos et al., 2012). Some tasks require a
route representation, others a survey representation or strategy. The
ability to switch between the two, depending on the demands, might be
important to complete complex navigational tasks (Gagnon et al., 2010;
Gaunet and Rossetti, 2006; Kupers et al., 2010). Many studies have
implicated the effects of using route and survey strategies on cognitive
maps formation in persons with blindness (PWBs). Generally, there are
three trends in literature. Some argue that PWBs rely solely on route
representations, because non-visual modalities are egocentric. Other
research indicates that PWBs are able to form survey representations but
that they often experience difficulties. The third trend in literature even
suggests that PWBs form equal or better survey representations than
sighted persons, when the required spatial information is available.

2.5.2. Layout
After learning routes in a real-world maze, PWBs performed slightly
better than sighted persons on judgments of maze layout (Fortin et al.,
2008). This suggests that PWBs could combine routes into a represen
tation of general environmental layout.
2.5.3. Locations
In addition, PWBs and sighted persons improved equally well on
object localisation tasks after walking from object to object (Patel and
Vij, 2012). This suggests implication of locations into a cognitive map by
PWBs as well as sighted persons after exploring a real environment.
Early PWBs, however, have also been shown to form less accurate
allocentric representations of haptic objects in a large-scale environment
compared to sighted persons (Iachini et al., 2014).
2.5.4. Distance
Considering distances between locations, PWBs as well as sighted
persons seem to construct accurate representations. PWBs showed
somewhat more difficulties, however, several studies also showed equal
performance in PWBs and sighted persons. For instance, after exploring
objects in a large-scale environment, or experiencing multisegment
routes, early PWBs, late PWBs and sighted persons seemed to build up
equally accurate representations of distances between specific locations
(Loomis et al., 1993; Passini and Proulx, 1988; Thinus-Blanc and Gau
net, 1997). In general, in large-scale spaces, short distances were over
estimated, and long distances were underestimated (Loomis et al.,
2001). Early PWBs have shown compressed representations of locomo
tor space, compared to late PWBs and sighted persons (Gori et al., 2017).
PWBs have also been reported to perform worse than sighted persons on
distance estimation tasks (Gagnon et al., 2010; Gaunet and
Thinus-Blanc, 1996; Legge et al., 2016). This might be due to higher
capabilities of sighted persons to shift from egocentric to allocentric
strategies (Gagnon et al., 2010). Basic perceptual processing did not
seem to be impaired in early PWBs, but higher level processing of spatial
information, such as inference of distances, might have been (Gaunet
and Thinus-Blanc, 1996).

2.6.1. Persons with blindness rely on route representations
Many studies argue that PWBs, and mainly early PWBs, rely on route
representations (Cattaneo et al., 2008; Corazzini et al., 2010; Cornoldi
et al., 2009; Gori et al., 2017; Iachini et al., 2014; Lederman et al., 1985;
Pasqualotto and Proulx, 2012; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997).
Non-visual modalities are mainly egocentric (Millar, 1988, 1994;
Schmidt et al., 2013), and because PWBs have limited access to distal
cues, they might rely on egocentric cues (Millar, 1988, 1994;
Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997). Moreover, during locomotion, the
body position is an unstable reference, only allowing for building a
representation of a route (Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997). Along the
same lines, haptic and auditory cues are less suitable to convey parallel
information (Pasqualotto and Proulx, 2012). Furthermore, a survey
representation requires multisensory integration, which is in turn pro
moted by (early) visual experience. This suggests that especially early
PWBs perform worse than sighted persons on spatial tasks where a
survey representation is required, but equal or even better when a route
representation is sufficient (Pasqualotto and Proulx, 2012; Thinus-Blanc
and Gaunet, 1997).
Also other studies show that PWBs mostly form route representa
tions, and have difficulties using survey representations. For example,
PWBs generally overestimated short distances, but underestimated long
distances. This indicates the formation of a route representation, how
ever, sighted persons seemed to additionally construct survey repre
sentations (Gori et al., 2017; Lederman et al., 1985). Besides, PWBs were
less proficient in acquiring, inferring and using spatial knowledge based
on survey information compared to route information, such as routes,
locations and distances (Corazzini et al., 2010; Cornoldi et al., 2009;
Iachini et al., 2014; Noordzij et al., 2006), especially in large-scale
spaces (Iachini et al., 2014). Sighted persons, however, constructed
spatial representations based on both survey and route information in
these studies.
Overall, this research suggest that visual experience is required to
develop abilities for constructing survey representations and using
survey-like information. The results indicate that vision is necessary to
integrate spatio-temporal information into a survey representation
(Iachini et al., 2014).

2.5.5. Direction
Most literature reports equal incorporation of directions into a
cognitive map by PWBs and sighted persons. When estimating the di
rection from start- to endpoint after walking a simple three-segment
route, however, PWBs performed slightly worse than sighted persons
(Legge et al., 2016). Nonetheless, after learning more complex, multi
segment routes or object locations in a large-scale environment, PWBs
and sighted persons performed equally well when they had to estimate
directions between explored locations (Fortin et al., 2008; Loomis et al.,
1993; Pasqualotto et al., 2013; Passini and Proulx, 1988; Thinus-Blanc
and Gaunet, 1997; Tinti et al., 2006).
Taken together, PWBs form equal or sometimes even better repre
sentations of routes, layout and specific locations than sighted persons
after exploring a real-world environment. Considering distances and
directions, however, results are inconsistent in showing whether PWBs
form more or less accurate representations of real-world or large-scale
environments than sighted persons. PWBs have been suggested to
perform worse than sighted persons when tasks require inference of
information from a cognitive map rather than mere memory of (pro
prioceptive) information, which might be applicable to estimation of
distances and directions (Klatzky et al., 1995). Furthermore, it has been
suggested that differences between PWBs and sighted persons were not
due to visual impairments per se, but rather due to limited availability of
spatial information or differences in navigational strategies used to solve
7
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Table 2
Summary of results for each information type, tested in each modality.
Auditory

Haptic

Multiple modalities

Real-world navigation

Route

Persons with blindness (PWBs)
form representation*

PWBs form representation*

PWBs form more accurate
representation than sighted persons

Layout

PWBs form representation, but
less accurate than sighted persons

PWBs and sighted persons
form equal representation

PWBs form more accurate
representation than sighted persons

Locations

PWBs and sighted persons form
equal representation

PWBs form representation*

PWBs and sighted persons form
equal representation

Distance

Early PWBs form less accurate
representation than late PWBs
and sighted persons

PWBs and sighted persons form equal representation, but
accuracy of representations in PWBs lower than in sighted
persons on complex tasks or routes
PWBs and sighted persons form equal representation, but
accuracy of representations in PWBs lower than in sighted
persons on complex tasks or map layouts
PWBs and sighted persons form equal representation, but
accuracy of representations in early PWBs lower than late
PWBs and sighted persons when mental rotation is required
Accuracy of representations in early PWBs lower than late
PWBs and sighted persons when mental rotation is required

PWBs form more accurate
representation than sighted
persons
PWBs and sighted persons
form equal representation

PWBs sometimes form equal,
sometimes less accurate
representations as sighted persons
PWBs sometimes form equal,
sometimes less accurate
representations as sighted persons

Direction

#

Early PWBs form slightly less accurate representation than
late PWBs and sighted persons

*no sighted persons tested
#information type not tested in this modality

2.6.2. Persons with blindness can form survey representations, but with
more difficulty than route representations
Several studies suggest that the lack of vision, especially in early
PWBs, induces constructions of route representation, but that PWBs
might nevertheless be able to generate survey representations (Cattaneo
et al., 2008; Coluccia et al., 2009; Corazzini et al., 2010; Gagnon et al.,
2012; Gaunet et al., 1997; Giudice, 2018; Hill et al., 1993; Millar, 1988,
1994; Noordzij et al., 2006; Papadopoulos and Koustriava, 2011;
Papadopoulos et al., 2017; Papadopoulos, Koustriava, and Kartasidou,
2011; Pasqualotto et al., 2013; Passini and Proulx, 1988; Picard and Pry,
2009; Ruggiero et al., 2009, 2012; Schinazi et al., 2016; Steyvers and
Kooijman, 2006; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997; Tinti et al., 2006;
Ungar, 2000). For instance, early work advocates that spatial encoding
exists on the levels of movement-related information (proprioception),
body-centered cues, and external cues or reference frames (Millar, 1988,
1994). Since non-visual information conveys fewer and less reliable
external cues, PWBs would experience difficulties using an external
reference frame (allocentric perspective). If, however, external cues
become available, survey (allocentric) representations could be present
in PWBs (Millar, 1988, 1994; Papadopoulos et al., 2017). Furthermore,
PWBs performed better on spatial tasks when they employ a route or
egocentric strategy than when they use a survey or allocentric strategy
(Fortin et al., 2008; Tinti et al., 2006). Their route knowledge after
exploring a small-scale tactile map was also better than survey knowl
edge, however, survey knowledge improved more with training (Picard
and Pry, 2009). Difficulties in using survey strategies could also lead to
difficulties in tasks involving mental rotation, as the cognitive load of
such tasks is higher when using a route strategy (Lederman et al., 1985;
Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997; Ungar, 2000). For simpler tasks that do
not require spatial inference, however, route strategies would be suffi
cient. On such tasks, PWBs generally performed similarly to sighted
persons (Klatzky et al., 1995; Millar, 1994; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet,
1997; Ungar, 2000). Moreover, it might be possible to train PWBs on
using more efficient spatial strategies (Ungar, 2000).
Several studies show that especially early PWBs experience diffi
culties in the construction of survey representation. For instance, early
PWBs were better at inferring spatial information in egocentric
compared to allocentric conditions, but it was the other way around for
late PWBs and sighted persons (Pasqualotto et al., 2013; Ruggiero et al.,
2012; Steyvers and Kooijman, 2006). Moreover, with a stable route or
egocentric representation, early PWBs seemed to be able to overcome
their difficulties in allocentric judgments on some types of spatial in
formation (Ruggiero et al., 2012). It seems that visual experience pro
motes development of allocentric or survey representations (Gagnon
et al., 2010; Gaunet and Rossetti, 2006; Pasqualotto et al., 2013). Mental
imagery, which is facilitated by visual experience, might lead to better

performance on tasks requiring a survey representation (Schmidt et al.,
2013). However, the ability of early PWBs to construct survey repre
sentations is not ruled out (Gagnon et al., 2010; Gaunet and Rossetti,
2006; Pasqualotto et al., 2013; Steyvers and Kooijman, 2006). PWBs
were able to build up a survey-like representation, although slower and
less accurately than sighted persons (Steyvers and Kooijman, 2006).
Another factor that influences the ability to construct and use survey
representations is autonomy of navigation, and how PWBs are trained
(Noordzij et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2013). Early PWBs perform worse
when they have to infer information from survey-type information than
late PWBs and sighted persons. However, PWBs who travel autono
mously in their daily lives perform better than persons who are not able
to do so. Autonomous PWBs might encounter more situations that
require a survey strategy and might therefore be more trained (Schmidt
et al., 2013). Furthermore, how people experience or explore a spatial
environment affects the construction of a route- or survey-type repre
sentation (Gaunet et al., 1997). Two general exploration strategies are
back-and-forth, and cyclic exploration, which is experiencing for
instance object locations in a sequence of visits (Gaunet et al., 1997).
The former leads to more precise encoding of distances between objects
and overall configuration, which induces a survey-like representation.
Early PWBs employed a cyclic exploration strategy more often compared
to late PWBs and sighted persons. This might have lead to a worse survey
representation (Gaunet et al., 1997; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997).
Additionally, survey knowledge was better after exploring a tactile or
audio-tactile map than after direct experience of the environment by
walking (Espinosa and Ochaita, 1998; Papadopoulos and Barouti, 2015;
Papadopoulos et al., 2017a).
2.6.3. Persons with blindness are able to construct survey representations
There is also literature that suggests that PWBs do not experience
difficulties in constructing survey representations when the required
spatial information is available (Cattaneo et al., 2008; Fortin et al., 2008;
Ittyerah et al., 2007; Kupers et al., 2010; Miao et al., 2017; Palani et al.,
2022; Papadopoulos et al., 2012; Tinti et al., 2006). For instance, PWBs
could form flexible allocentric representations of a tactile or
audio-haptic virtual environment (Kupers et al., 2010; Palani et al.,
2022), and continuously switch between egocentric and allocentric
strategies (Kupers et al., 2010). This might be important to complete
complex navigational tasks, and can be promoted by developing
autonomous navigation skills (Gagnon et al., 2010; Gaunet and Rossetti,
2006; Kupers et al., 2010; Papadopoulos et al., 2012). Exploration of
audio-tactile maps also lead to similar route and survey knowledge
(Brock and Jouffrais, 2015; Brock et al., 2015). In addition, it seems that
the type of modality itself would not affect the acquisition of route or
survey knowledge of a map by PWBs (Miao et al., 2017). PWBs
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instance, audition can provide relevant information about landmarks
using iconic cues or verbal descriptions (Connors et al., 2014a, 2014b;
Loeliger and Stockman, 2014), and verbal descriptions of environments
contribute to representations of routes and distances between relevant
locations (Afonso et al., 2010; Noordzij et al., 2006; Steyvers and
Kooijman, 2009). Ambient sounds can furthermore be used to build an
immersive environment to safely explore the space before navigating in
the real-world environment (Aziz et al., 2022; Connors et al., 2014a,
2014b; Loeliger and Stockman, 2014). Exploring such a virtual envi
ronment leads to accurate cognitive maps. Tactile maps are effective in
quickly generating a map-like representation, including specific loca
tions, and distances and directions between these locations (Jacobson
and Kitchin, 1995; Papadopoulos et al., 2012; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet,
1997). They can for instance be explored before navigating in the real
environment to construct a survey-like representation in advance
(Caddeo et al., 2006; Ducasse et al., 2018; Jacobson and Kitchin, 1995;
Ungar, 2000), or carried during navigation to keep track of one’s posi
tion along a route (Espinosa and Ochaita, 1998). The auditory and
haptic modalities are hardly directly compared, possibly because of
many differences in how the information is conveyed exactly (verbal
descriptions or a auditory virtual environment versus a tactile map). We
speculate, however, that haptic information may be more appropriate to
convey small-scale map information, as haptic feedback can be easily
spatially interpreted. Sound may be included to provide for instance
more information about landmarks. In large-scale spaces, however, the
auditory modality can substantially contribute to orientation, as the
direction and approximate distance of sound sources can be detected
(Després et al., 2005; Finocchietti et al., 2017). Nevertheless, a combi
nation of sensory modalities may lead to more robust cognitive maps
compared to only one modality.
Moreover, when studies report that PWBs experience difficulties in
representation, they often report this regarding allocentric features
(distance and directions) and survey representations. Therefore, maybe
an even more important consideration that the different modalities, is
the ability to use route and survey strategies in appropriate situations
(see section 7.2). Early PWBs are often reported to experience more
difficulties in constructing a survey representation compared to late
PWBs and sighted persons, highlighting a role of visual experience.
Many studies, however, also suggest that it is possible to improve survey
representations up to similar level as late PWBs and sighted persons by
extensive training (Gagnon et al., 2012; Miao et al., 2017; Palani et al.,
2022; Picard and Pry, 2009; Ungar, 2000). This may include for instance
focusing on allocentric features (i.e., focuse on spatial relationships
between landmarks, instead of only on egocentric relationships), the
integration of multiple (overlapping) routes into a map-like represen
tation, exploring landmarks in various orders instead of in the same
sequence, or first exploring the perimeter of an environment, followed
by the space in between (Bozeman and McCulley, 2010; Gaunet et al.,
1997).
Overall, PWBs as well as sighted persons can build up cognitive maps
based on auditory, haptic, as well as multimodal information, although
the accuracy sometime somewhat differs between PWBs and sighted
persons. Information from different sensory modalities seem to be in
tegrated into a spatial representation. The finding that combining
auditory and haptic information is more effective than one modality
only, even point to integration of modalities into one representation.
This is in line with ideas of modality-independent coding of space in the
brain. This growing body of literature points to the integration of mul
tiple modalities into one spatial representation, instead of a separate
representation for each modality (Giudice et al., 2011; Huffman and
Ekstrom, 2019; Loomis et al., 2013; Palani et al., 2022; Wolbers et al.,
2011).
Rodent studies have discovered the neural basis of cognitive maps,
and have recorded space-related activity of for instance place cells,
boundary cells and grid cells (Moser et al., 2008; O’Keefe and Burgess,
1996). Evidence for such cells has also been found in humans, using

sometimes performed even better on survey-type tasks like distance
estimation than sighted persons (Cattaneo et al., 2008; Ittyerah et al.,
2007; Tinti et al., 2006).
Taken together, all three trends find support in literature. A part of
researchers believe that PWBs, especially early PWBs, rely on egocentric
information and route representations. A larger portion of studies,
however, argues that survey representations can be formed by PWBs,
although with somewhat greater difficulty compared to sighted persons.
Nevertheless, the large diversity in study designs makes it difficult to
infer what exactly gives rise to the contradictory claims. Apart from
visual experience, other factors may also play a role. There are most
likely individual differences between PWBs in their ability to construct
and use survey representations, like there are between individual
sighted persons as well. For instance, PWBs who have more experience
in traveling autonomously construct better survey representations than
persons who hardly travel (Schmidt et al., 2013).
2.7. Discussion
In this review, we set out literature about cognitive map formation
by persons with blindness and sighted persons based on auditory, haptic,
and multimodal information. In these studies, representations several
types of spatial information have been used as behavioural measures of
cognitive map formation. These include knowledge about routes, gen
eral map layout, specific locations, estimations of distances and esti
mations of directions between locations. Furthermore, we explored the
role of different navigational strategies on the formation of cognitive
maps.
2.7.1. Cognitive map formation using auditory, haptic and multimodal
information
Overall, persons with blindness as well as sighted persons can form
mental representations of the spatial information types based on the
non-visual sensory modalities. The accuracy, however, somewhat differs
between PWBs and sighted persons for some of the behavioural mea
sures. In the auditory modality, PWBs show good representations of
route, layout and specific locations. Early PWBs, however, seem to
experience somewhat more difficulties representing distances compared
to late PWBs and sighted persons. In the haptic modality, PWBs and
sighted persons perform equally well representing routes, layout and
locations of simple environments. When the environments become more
complex, routes and layouts are represented slightly worse by PWBs.
Also for locations and distances, early PWBs perform less well than late
PWBs and sighted persons when mental rotation is required. Early PWBs
furthermore represent directions less well compared to late PWBs and
sighted persons. On multimodal, audio-tactile maps, PWBs form accu
rate representations of routes and layout, and even more accurate ones
of distances compared to sighted persons. In real-world navigation tasks,
PWBs form better representations of routes and layout than sighted
persons, and equal ones of locations. Considering distances and di
rections there are mixed results when comparing PWBs and sighted
persons. Studies comparing spatial mental representations between
PWBs and sighted persons sometimes seem ambiguous or contradictory.
One important thing to note here, is that there is a large diversity in
research designs and how cognitive maps or specific spatial information
types are externalised exactly, making it difficult to compare them and
possibly leading to these ambiguities.
PWBs, especially early PWBs, perform slightly worse when the
environment is complex, or when mental rotation is required. In these
cases, it may be that they have to infer information from their cognitive
map that is not explicitly learned. Having a survey representation of the
environment could be beneficial in these cases. PWBs, however may not
always have enough opportunity to build up such a survey
representation.
Based on all literature, we can form some speculations on how
different modalities can be deployed to construct cognitive maps. For
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visual input (Bird et al., 2010; Doeller et al., 2010; Ekstrom et al., 2003).
A limited number of studies has investigated neural activity related to
spatial navigation based on non-visual information. Those studies show
differential brain activation in PWBs compared to sighted persons. For
instance, participants who performed well during a route navigation
task in an auditory virtual environment showed activation of the tem
poral parietal junction, while participants who performed less well,
showed more dispersed activation of early sensory and para
hippocampal regions (Halko et al., 2014). Furthermore, during tactile
environment exploration, PWBs and sighted persons both activate re
gions related to visuo-spatial processing, which is according to cognitive
map construction (Campus et al., 2012). Hereby, PWBs also activate
occipital areas. Partially differential cortical activation, however, has
also been shown between PWBs and sighted persons during tactile maze
solving. Hereby PWBs activate the hippocampal formation and occipital
regions, while sighted persons do not, suggesting differential use of
navigation strategies (Gagnon et al., 2012). In addition, larger hippo
campal volume has been associated with better real-world route
learning (Fortin et al., 2008). It might be interesting to further investi
gate the neural basis of cognitive maps based on non-visual sensory
modalities. Because non-visual input can lead to cognitive map forma
tion on a behavioural level, one speculation could be that spatially tuned
neurons not only receive input from vision, but also from other modal
ities. This would be in accordance with hypotheses of
modality-independent coding of space. More research, however, is
required to assess this speculation.

forming mental representations of an environment, because visual
experience promotes spatial imagery abilities, which in turn advances
abilities such as mental rotation (Cornoldi et al., 2009; Gaunet et al.,
1997; Pasqualotto and Proulx, 2012; Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet, 1997).
Most literature, however, indicates that also early PWBs can form survey
representations. Even studies suggesting that these individuals rely on
egocentric information, do not rule out the presence or the ability to
acquire any survey knowledge (Corazzini et al., 2010; Iachini et al.,
2014; Lederman et al., 1985; Millar, 1988; Schmidt et al., 2013). One
consideration here is that studies sometimes only report group differ
ences, but not whether the groups separately perform well. It might be
the case that early PWBs did form survey representations, but that only
their worse performance compared to late PWBs and sighted partici
pants, or compared to their route representation, was reported.
Taking all literature together, we speculate that PWBs without visual
experience (early PWBs) actually experience more difficulties in the
formation of survey representations, but that this improves when they
are trained or when sufficient survey information is easily available to
these individuals. Non-visual information is actually mostly egocentric,
but it can be provided in a way that a person can use it to construct a
survey representation (Millar, 1988; Schmidt et al., 2013). Moreover,
multiple studies suggest that people can be trained in acquiring survey
knowledge (e.g., Cornoldi et al., 2009; Gagnon et al., 2012; Gaunet et al.,
1997; Palani et al., 2022; Ungar, 2000). Early PWBs sometimes rely on a
verbal strategy, which is remembering a spatial description rather than
forming a spatial representation (Chiesa et al., 2017; Cornoldi et al.,
2009). This is a sign of not knowing how to construct one or of not being
properly trained. They then seem to compensate on a perceptual level
(Cornoldi et al., 2009). Furthermore, PWBs who travel autonomously in
daily lives, are able to construct better survey representations than
persons who hardly travel autonomously (e.g., Papadopoulos et al.,
2012; Schmidt et al., 2013; Steyvers and Kooijman, 2006; Tinti et al.,
2006). This could point to an effect of training.
Another important consideration, is that survey representations are
not necessarily superior to route representations (Millar, 1988). This
depends on the specific situation or issue that has to be resolved.
Furthermore, it could be the case that it is the ability to switch between
strategies rather than the formation of route or survey representations
per se that contributes to spatial cognition (Gagnon et al., 2010; Gaunet
and Rossetti, 2006; Kupers et al., 2010). Therefore, PWBs may not
necessarily have a disadvantage, even when they mainly rely on route
representations (Millar, 1988).

2.7.2. Role of navigation strategies in cognitive map formation
We reviewed the literature on the role of navigational strategies in
the formation of a cognitive map. Some studies claim that PWBs rely on
route representations, since non-visual sensory modalities are egocen
tric. A larger part of literature, however, shows that PWBs are able to
form survey representations when the required spatial information is
available. In some studies, PWBs experience more difficulties than
sighted persons, but in other literature they construct equal or even
better survey representation compared to sighted persons.
We speculate that these discrepancies can be partially explained by
differences in for instance methodology, variation in visual experience
(early and late PWBs), and initial spatial abilities of participants. For
instance, results suggesting that PWBs rely on route representations and
form worse survey representations compared to sighted persons are
often based on complex routes or maps (e.g., Cornoldi et al., 2009;
Gagnon et al., 2010; Lederman et al., 1985; Noordzij et al., 2006; Passini
and Proulx, 1988), whereas studies suggesting that PWBs can form
survey representations mostly involve simple to moderately complex
routes or maps (e.g., Brock et al., 2015; Fortin et al., 2008; Miao et al.,
2017; Palani et al., 2022; Papadopoulos et al., 2017; Picard and Pry,
2009; Tinti et al., 2006). Few studies report better performance by late
PWBs compared to sighted persons on survey tasks (Ittyerah et al., 2007;
Tinti et al., 2006). We speculate that this may have arisen because PWBs
are more used to incorporating haptic information than sighted, and
they might additionally benefit from their visual experience. Several
studies furthermore suggest that autonomous navigation abilities of
PWBs are related to better survey representations (e.g., Papadopoulos
et al., 2012; Schmidt et al., 2013; Steyvers and Kooijman, 2006; Tinti
et al., 2006), nevertheless, the causal link is unclear in this aspect, and
not all studies report general navigation abilities of participants.
Moreover, we speculate that visual experience is an important factor in
the competence to construct survey representations. Across literature,
when worse survey knowledge is reported, this mostly concerns early
PWBs, while late PWBs often perform similarly to sighted persons (e.g.,
Corazzini et al., 2010; Cornoldi et al., 2009; Gagnon et al., 2010; Iachini
et al., 2014; Passini and Proulx, 1988; Schmidt et al., 2013). Early PWBs
often perform worse when survey knowledge is required, such as in tasks
where mental rotation is necessary (Coluccia et al., 2009; Papadopoulos
et al., 2011). Late PWBs and sighted persons may have an advantage in

3. Conclusions
Taking all results together, persons with blindness as well as sighted
persons can build up cognitive maps based on auditory, haptic, as well as
multimodal information. Although the auditory and haptic modalities
have not been directly compared, we speculate that they partially vary
in what kind of spatial information they most effectively convey. In
addition, combining multiple modalities may contribute to a more
robust cognitive map compared to only one modality.
Cognitive map accuracy sometimes differs between PWBs and
sighted persons. We speculate that discrepancies partially arise because
early PWBs experience somewhat more difficulties in constructing a
survey representation, and not all studies distinguish between early and
late PWBs. Additionally, differences in specific methodology may give
rise to some inconsistencies. PWBs as well as sighted persons seem to be
able to construct route as well as survey representations, however,
especially early PWBs build up slightly less accurate survey represen
tations. Nevertheless, many studies suggests that these individuals can
acquire this ability with sufficient spatial information or training.
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